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Reviewer's report:

This paper is well designed and brings new information essential to a successful implementation of the HPV vaccine in Brasil.

There are only some minor changes that the authors might consider (Minor Essential Revisions).
- Background; space between HPV and the type number
- Statistical analysis paragraph and Tables 2 and 3M; instead of symbol write Chi-square for trend
- In the text delete the Zero decimal (i.e. 27% instead of 27.0%) and replace “on 08 June 2006” by June 8, 2006.
- Results; delete one space before the comma
- Discussion; comma before “which” and small letter to “knowledge of HPV can be changing….”
- Table 1, define the 301 “participants” in the same manner like in Tables 2 and 3
- Tables 2 and 3; define the superscript *: statistically significant.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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